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Abstract
Let C be a 2-torsionfree commutative ring with identity 1, and let Tr .C/, r > 2, be the
algebra of all upper triangular r  r (r > 2) matrices over C. Then C contains no idempotents
except 0 and 1 if and only if every Jordan isomorphism of Tr .C/ onto an arbitrary alge-
bra over C is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism. © 2000 Published by Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Let C be a commutative ring with identity 1 and letT andA be algebras over C.
Recall that a bijective C-linear map ’ VT!A is called a Jordan isomorphism if
’.AB C BA/ D ’.A/’.B/ C ’.B/’.A/ for all A;B 2T. Isomorphisms and anti-
isomorphisms are obvious examples of Jordan isomorphisms, and often it turns out
that they are actually the only possible examples. However, not always: Let " 2 C be
an idempotent and let A 7! eA be an anti-automorphism of the algebraT. Then A 7!
"A C .1 − "/eA is a Jordan automorphism of T which is neither an automorphism
nor an anti-automorphism, unless one of the ideals .1 − "/T or "T is commutative.
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PII: S 0 0 2 4 - 3 7 9 5 ( 0 0 ) 0 0 0 8 7 - 2
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The study of Jordan isomorphisms of associative rings and algebras, primari-
ly concerned with their relations to (associative) (anti)isomorphisms, goes back to
Ancochea [1,2], Kaplansky [12], Hua [10], Jacobson and Rickart [11], Herstein [9]
and Smiley [19]. More recently, some further progress has been made by Baxter and
Martindale [3], McCrimmon [18], Brešar [6,7], Lagutina [13], Martindale [16] and
Beidar et al. [4]. In all these papers, some structural properties of certain classes of
rings and algebras have been used, and apparently none of them cover the problem of
describing Jordan isomorphisms ofTr .C/, the algebra of all r  r upper triangular
matrices over a commutative ringC (we remark that as simple as this algebra appears
to be, from the structural point of view it is incomparably more complicated than,
say, the algebra of all r  r matrices).
Using linear algebraic techniques, Molnár and Šemrl [17] recently proved that
automorphisms and anti-automorphisms are the only Jordan automorphisms of
Tr .F/, whereF is a field with at least three elements. On the other hand, −Dokovicˇ
[8] considered an analogous problem concerning Lie automorphisms on triangular
matrix algebras (see also [14,15]). The main result in [8] characterizes Lie automor-
phisms ofTr .C/, where C is a commutative ring with 1 which is connected, i.e., a
ring in which the only idempotents are 0 and 1. The goal of the present paper is to
obtain a Jordan analogue of this Lie type result, which also generalizes the theorem
of Molnár and Šemrl. Our result is as follows.
Theorem. Let C be a 2-torsionfree commutative ring with identity. The following
two conditions are equivalent:
(i) C is a connected ring;
(ii) every Jordan isomorphism of C-algebra Tr .C/, r > 2, onto an arbitrary
C-algebra is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism.
The condition that C is 2-torsionfree means that 2A D 0 with A 2Tr .C/, im-
plies A D 0. We remark that in the case when 2Tr .C/ D 0 the concept of a Jordan
isomorphism coincides with that of a Lie isomorphism, so that for this case we can
refer to [8].
Let us also mention another reason for our interest in Jordan isomorphisms of
upper triangular matrix algebras. The need to know their form appears in our forth-
coming paper [5] which is devoted to functional identities on these algebras.
Before proving the theorem we first give some general comments on Jordan iso-
morphisms. LetT andA be 2-torsionfree algebras over a commutative ringC. Then
every Jordan isomorphism ’ VT!A clearly satisfies ’.A2/ D ’.A/2 for all A 2
T. Further, from 2ABA D A.AB C BA/ C .AB C BA/A − .A2B C BA2/ we see
that ’ also satisfies ’.ABA/ D ’.A/’.B/’.A/ for all A;B 2T. This obviously
yields ’.ABC C CBA/ D ’.A/’.B/’.C/ C ’.C/’.B/’.A/ for all A;B;C 2T.
Now let E 2T be an idempotent. Suppose that AE D EA D 0 for some A 2
T. In particular, EA C AE D 0 D EAE and so ’.E/’.A/ C ’.A/’.E/ D 0 D
’.E/’.A/’.E/. However, ’.E/ is an idempotent in A and so these two identities
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readily imply ’.A/’.E/ D ’.E/’.A/ D 0. Since ’−1 is also a Jordan isomorphism,
the same argument shows that the converse is also true. That is, given A;E 2Twith
E2 D E, we have
EA D AE D 0 () ’.E/’.A/ D ’.A/’.E/ D 0: (1)
Proof of the theorem. Assume first that C is not connected, i.e., there is an idempo-
tent " 2 C different from 0 and 1. From the observation at the beginning of this note
it is clear that in order to construct a Jordan automorphism ofTr DTr .C/ which is
neither an automorphism nor an anti-automorphism it is enough to find an anti-auto-
morphism ofTr . They do exist indeed. For example, the map A 7! UAtrU−1 is an
anti-automorphism (as a matter of fact, even an involution) ofTr , where Atr denotes
the transpose of A and U D E1r C E2r−1 C    C Er−12 C Er1, cf. [8,14,17] (here,
Eij denotes a matrix unit).
Assume now that C is connected and that ’ is a Jordan isomorphism ofTr onto
an algebra A over C. We must show that ’ is either an isomorphism or an anti-
isomorphism. According to (1) we have
EiiA D AEii D 0 () ’.Eii/’.A/ D ’.A/’.Eii/ D 0 (2)
holds true for all A 2Tr and i D 1; : : : ; r . This is the key observation, as we shall
see.
We proceed to prove the theorem by induction on r. So let first r D 2. Set e D
’.E11/, f D ’.E22/ and n D ’.E12/. Clearly, e2 D e, f 2 D f and n2 D 0. Fur-
ther, applying (2) we see that ef D f e D 0, and from the identities E12 D E11E12 C
E12E11 D E22E12 C E12E22 and E11E12E11 D E22E12E22 D 0 we infer n D en C
ne D f n C nf and ene D f nf D 0. Using these relations it is easy to see that ’ is
an isomorphism if and only if n D en (i.e., when ne D 0), and ’ is an anti-isomor-
phism if and only if n D ne (i.e., when en D 0). Thus, it suffices to show that either
en D 0 or en D n. Since ’ is a linear isomorphism, the elements e; f; n 2A span the
C-moduleA. Therefore, en D e C f C n for some ;;  2 C. However, mul-
tiplying this relation from the left- and right-hand sides by e and using ene D ef e D
0 we get e D 0. Similarly, we see that f D 0. Hence, en D n which yields n D
en D e.en/ D e.n/ D 2n. That is, ’..2 − /E12/ D 0 and so 2 D . However,
C is assumed to be connected, so it follows that  D 0 or  D 1. That is, either en D 0
or en D n. This proves the theorem for r D 2.
Now let r > 3. Let U be the set of all matrices A D .aij /16i6j6r 2Tr such
that a11 D a12 D    D a1r D 0. That is, U consists of matrices whose first row is
zero. Similarly, let V be the set of all matrices in Tr whose rth column is zero
(i.e., a1r D a2r D    D arr D 0). Note that U andV are subalgebras ofTr (more-
over, U is a right and V is a left ideal of Tr ), and they both are isomorphic to
Tr−1.C/. Clearly, A 2Tr belongs toU if and only if AE11 D E11A D 0 (actually,
the condition E11A D 0 is sufficient, but we need both relations in order to apply
(2)). Similarly, A 2Tr belongs to V if and only if AErr D ErrA D 0. Now, in
view of (2), an element a 2A lies in ’.U/ if and only if a’.E11/ D ’.E11/a D 0,
and a 2A lies in ’.V/ if and only if a’.Err/ D ’.Err/a D 0. From this we clearly
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infer that ’.U/ and ’.V/ are (associative) subalgebras ofA. Therefore, the restric-
tion of ’ to U is a Jordan isomorphism between associative algebras U and ’.U/.
SinceU is isomorphic toTr−1.C/, the induction assumption can be used. Therefore,
the restriction of ’ toU is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism. Similarly,
the same is true for the restriction of ’ toV.
Suppose, for instance, that ’ is an isomorphism on U and an anti-iso-
morphism on V. Since E13 D E12E22E23 C E23E22E12, we have ’.E13/ D
’.E12/’.E22/’.E23/ C ’.E23/’.E22/’.E12/. However, since E23 D E23E33 and
’ is an isomorphism on U, we have ’.E23/ D ’.E23/’.E33/ and hence
’.E23/’.E22/’.E12/ D 0 for ’.E33/’.E22/ D 0 by (2). Similarly, since ’ is
an anti-isomorphism on V it follows that ’.E12/ D ’.E12/’.E11/ which yields
’.E12/’.E22/’.E23/ D 0. But then ’.E13/ D 0, a contradiction. Similarly, we see
that ’ cannot be an anti-isomorphism onU and an isomorphism onV.
Assume now that ’ is an isomorphism on both U andV, and let us show that in
this case ’ is an isomorphism on the wholeTr . Let us first show that
’.EijE1r / D ’.Eij /’.E1r / (3)
for all 1 6 i 6 j 6 r . Since ’ is a Jordan isomorphism, (3) is equivalent to
’.E1rEij / D ’.E1r/’.Eij /: (4)
We have to consider different possibilities. First, if 2 6 j 6 r − 1, then ’.Eij / D
’.EijEjj / D ’.Eij /’.Ejj / for both Eij ;Ejj lie in V. But then (2) implies
’.Eij /’.E1r / D 0 which proves (3) for this case. Similarly, we see that (4) is
fulfilled when 2 6 i 6 r − 1. Thus, it remains to consider the following three
possibilities: i D j D 1, i D j D r , and i D 1, j D r . The latter one is trivial
since E21r D 0. So, let i D j D 1. First, note that ’.E1r / D ’.E12E2r C E2rE12/ D
’.E12/’.E2r / C ’.E2r /’.E12/. Since ’ is an isomorphism on U this further im-
plies that ’.E1r/ D ’.E12/’.E2r /’.Err/ C ’.E2r /’.E12/. But this, together with
’.Err/’.E11/ D 0 (recall (2)) and ’.E12/’.E11/ D ’.E12E11/ D 0 (namely, ’
is an isomorphism on V) implies ’.E1r /’.E11/ D 0, proving (4). Similarly, we
consider the last remaining case when i D j D r . Thus, (3) (and thereby (4)) is
proved.
All we still need to show is that
’.E1iEjr / D ’.E1i/’.Ejr / (5)
for all 1 6 i 6 r − 1, 2 6 j 6 r . Clearly, (5) is equivalent to
’.EjrE1i / D ’.Ejr/’.E1i /: (6)
Since Ejr ;Err 2 U and E11; E1i 2V, we have ’.Ejr/ D ’.Ejr/’.Err/ and
’.E1i/ D ’.E11/’.E1i/. But then ’.Ejr/’.E1i / D 0 by (2). This proves (6) (and
thereby (5)). Thus, ’ is indeed an isomorphism onTr .
One completes the proof by showing in a similar manner that ’ must be an anti-
isomorphism in the case when its restrictions to both U and V are anti-isomor-
phisms. 
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